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The laser induced line narrowing effect, observed and utilized 

previously in precise isotope shift determination in Ne, is analyzed 

theoretically in considerable detail.   It is shown that two types of mul- 

tiple quantum processes play important roles and dramatically influence 

the lineshape of the laser-induced signal.    An extraordinary manifestation 
o 

of these processes is observed in an experiment on the 8446Alaser oscil- 

3 3 lation in the atomic oxygen fine structure transition,  3p     R „   ,-3s S.. 

This experiment relates to a "stimulated version" of the laser induced 

line narrowing effect observed earlier in spontaneous emission in Ne. 

The above laser induced line narrowing effect is particularly use- 

ful in precise measurements of atomic energy level structure; it also 

involves novel radiative processes influencing dramatically the observed 

shapes.   Experiments are in progress emphasizing the radiative aspects 

of the effect as weil as the spectroscopic application. 

An experiment is in progress in which a new gas laser mechanism 

is being explored as a possible mechanism in a previously observed laser 

oscillation in one of the visible Ne transitions and also in a similar laser 

transition in Argem.  Furthermore, this effect is also being explored to ob- 

tain possible laser oscillation in a number of important atomic transitions, 
o 

such as the hydrogen H« line.    It relates to laser oscillation within two 

levels whei e the upper level has a broad velocity distribution at an elevated 

temperature while the lower level velocity distribution is at much colder 

temperature   this effect may lead to population inversion and gain at the 

I 
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wings of the Doppler broadened transition and heavy absorption within 

the central portion of the line profile. It is shown that this process is 

dominant in atomic cxygen fine structure laser transition. 

The experiment on the motional narrowing of the spontaneous 

Raman scattering in hydrogen molecule is being pursued actively.    This 

effect was observed previously, however, the final measurements were 

considerably delayed because of technical problems involving breakdown 

of the homemadt Argon laser used in, the experiment.    Several new laser 

designs have been constructed and tested.    The final design utilizes 

cold cathode together with floating voltage graphite rings placed within 

the discharge tube.   This design is completely successful and has re- 

solved all the previous technical difficulties.   The experiment is now 

expected to be completed within the next several montns; the observations 

include study of the effect in ortho   and para-hydrogen molecules and 

also in D„. 
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Frequency Spectrum of Spontaneous and Stimulated Line Narrowing 

Effects Induced by Laser Radiation 

M.S.  Feld and A. Javan 

1) In an earlier publication,       a laser-induced line narrowing effect was 

utilized in a precise determinati 3n of isotope shifts in two Nr transitions.   A 

(2) recent paper      also reports observation of this effect and its application in 

studying some linewidth parameters in Ne.    These experiments study fluo- 

rescence arising from the lower level of a Doppler-broadened laser transi- 

tion to a third level. [See Fig. 1(a).]  Viewed along the laser axis, the broad 

fluorescence lineshape is dramatically infljenced by the laser field.    For a 

standing-wave field detuned from its atomic center frequency,  the laser- 

induced change signals appear as resonant increases in intensity over two 

narrow intervals symmetrice ily located on opposite sides of the fluorescence 

center frequency.    The fluorescence from the upper laser level    [See Fig. 1(c)), 

similarly viev/ed,  would exhibit narrow resonant decreases in its overall 

emission profile. 

The overall features of this effect may be described by noting that 

the standing-wave laser field selectively interacts with atoms whose veloc- 

ities Doppler-shift one of its travelling-wave components into resonance: 

this produces changes in the liser level populations--an increase in the 

lower level population and a decrease In the upper level population--over two 

narrow intervals symmetrically located about the center of the velocity dis- 

tribution.    A recent letter'      has analyzed the  line shape details 
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fcr the cascade case [Fig.  1(a)] in terms of two-quantum transitions 

from level 2 to level 1,  and predicts differing widths  for the two 

laser-induced change  signals.    A similar lineshape asymmetry,   de- 

scribed below, would appear in the change signals from the upper laser level, 

{Fig. 1(c)] .Note that in the latter case, however, the 0-» 1 emission act is an 

inherently single-quantum event, requiring another description.   The sum- 

(4) rnary of a different treatment       based on the density matrix formalism   has 

described the spontaneous emission   profile     in both cases.   Lineshape be- 

havior of similar origins has been encountered in the microwave region in 

experiments involving the interaction of two monochromatic, classical fields 

with a three-level system,    '    These considerations may be readily extended 

to the present case by including the Dbppler effect, and noting that the spontaneous 

emission spectrum from either laser levelflevel Oof Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)] follows 

the emission line shape  stimulated by a weak monchromatic field tuned through 

that resonance when the population of level 1 is ignored.   In fact, recent experi- 

ments have studied the response of a Doppler-broadened three-level system coupl- 

ed to two classical fields.   The line-shape theory describing these experiments 

is directly applicable to important speciai cases of the effect observed in 

spontaneous emission.   This letter has three intimately related objectives:   The 

first is to point out the direct relevence of the detailed analyses of Refs. 7 and 

8 to this problem; these also predict that one of the laser-induced resonances 

will be narrower than the other.   Secondly, we emphasise that experiments 

based on stimulated versions of this effect demonstrate the different charac- 

teristics of the two laser-induced resonances. Thirdly, this letter generalizes 

the theory in several ways, including important power-broadening effects. 

The analysis of Ref. 7  describes the third-order interaction of two mono- 

chromatic fields with the folded Doppler-broadened system of Fig. 1(b) in which 
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Ipwis 1 and 2 are assumed to be closely spaced. Note that the analysis of a cascade 

system {Fig. 1(a)] in which the middle level lies about halfway between the other two 

levels follows identically.   For purposes of illustration, let us assume that 

both transitions exhibit gain.   Consider a strong standing-wave laser field 

Eg (n2) detuned by an amount !A2I> 72i + r ^n from w2,the Peak of Üle2"0DoPr    T' re" 

sponse (Fig. Mb)) ;here, Yj^-i (7^-Y.), with y.the natural decay rate of level j. 

As a weak manchromatic field E. (n.) is tuned through the 1-0 transition, it is shown 

that the broad Doppler gain profile is considerable modified by the presence of £„. 

The resulting lineshape is obtained from eqns. {33d)and(33eJ  'ofRef.  7: 

P,0.) = 0,0,, [. Mtf ^{,A2.Ai) I iiy2l ^T -TZ^H--}}    ") 

in which A-= O-w-, u.-atomic center frequency of j-O transition,  and 11. and 
J J J J J 

E   are frequency and amplitude of E  (0.), respectively; GCn.) is the linear 

Doppler response,  a slowly varying function ofQ.,  and | is a constant 

factor.   For n2 above w«, (1) predictd narrow Lorentziau responses of 

widths rB = 7j+'y2+2T0 below w,    and ^„=7.+ 72 above«      the latter be- 

ing narrower by 27- and independent of 70.   In subsequent discussion we 

shall refer to the "broad" (1^,) and "narrow" (rN) resonances,  respectively. 

The narrow resonance,   n,, predicted by (i) has been observed and 

fully verified      for T„ « !„.   In these experiments levels 1 and 2 are 

tunable Zeeman components of an upper laser level connected to a common 

lower level,0.   The monochromatic fields are two oscillating laser modes 

of fixed frequencir.'S determined by the cavity length.   The effect is observed 

as sharp decrea.ses in the laser output as the 2, 1 level splitting is magnet- 

[cally tuned.   These methods,  however, have not been applied to the ob- 

servation of r,., which requires absolute frequency control as in Lamb-dip 



experiments     (See Ref.  7) 

We report here an extraordinary manifestation of the broad resonance, 

3 3 observed in high-resolution studies of the 3p P0 g |"3s S. atomic oxygen 

fine-structure laser oscillations at 8446 A.    The relevant fine-structure 

components of this system consist of two resolved and closely spaced 

Doppler-broadened transitions forming folded three-level systems of the 

type shown in Fig. l{b).   For reasons unrelated to the present discussion, 

(i)    the central portion of each of the fine-structure gain profiles is entirely 

depleted and appreciable gain exists only on the wings; and (ii) laser action 

most readily occurs on the high-frequency side of the strongest (2-0) fine- 

structure component.    For each laser mode oscillating on the 2-0 transition, 

two Lorentzian holes of enormously different widths selectively deplete the 

1-0 Doppler gain profile: the low-frequency hole, of width 2'y0+yj+72-l30Mhz, is 

aboutlS times broader than the high-frequency hole, of width Yi+Y2~ ' ^xz- 

Because of multimoding on the 2-0 transition, multiple hole pairs are burnt 

into the 1-0 transition.    The broad low-frequency holes overlap, completely 

suppressing laser action below the 1-0 line center, and oscillation can occur 

between the narrow, nonoverlapping holes above the center frequency.    The 
o 

8446 A spontaneous emission and laser output have been studied photographic - 

ally with a high-resolution Fabry-Perot interferometer with free spectral 

range of 0. 8 cm     under a wide range of conditions.    The laser oscillations 

(14) Mere obtained in argon-oxygen and neon-oxygen mixtures, v    ' using a 3- 

meter cavity with 50 Mhz.  mode spacing.    The  operating pressure was kept 

below 1 torr to minimize pressure broadening effects.    To establish the 

frequency shifts, Fabry-Perot images of the laser oscillations and the 

spontaneous emission were superimposed upon the same glass plMc emul- 

sion.    In absence of laser oscillation, the spontaneous-emission analysis 

shows, in order of increasing frequency;   a well-resolved fine-structure 
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component (i-0) with a completely symmetrical profile,  and the strongest 

fine-structure component (2-0), overlapped on the high-frequency wing by the 

third (weak) fine-structure component.   Close to threshold,  laser oscillation 

first occurs on the high-frequency wing of the 2-0 component,  where n axi- 

mum gain occurs, as explained in Footnote 11  (11).    Further above threshold 

the 1-0 transition also breaks into oscillation.   Despite the observed 

symmetry of the 1-0 profile, this concurrent oscillation occurs above the 

1-0 center frequency, an effect which must follow from the depletion of gain 

over the entire low-frequency wing, as described above.   (It must also be 

pointed out that in the observations reported  here the 1-0 oscillation was at 

(15) all times close to threshold and considerably v^aker than the 2-0 oscillation.      ) 

Reference 7 treats the field interactions up to third order. We now outline 

a different approach/8'formulated in terms of single- and double-quantum 

transitions, which includes power-broadening effects due to a strong laser 

field.   The latter are oi considerable interest: on the theoretical side, it is 

important to inspect whether or not the strikingly simple lineshape behavior 

is merely characteristic of a third-order calculation; on the experimental 

side, it is important to know the influence of power broadening on the observed 

lineshape.    Consider the cascade system of Fig. 1(a).    [The final result will be 

written in a form also valid for emission from the upper laser level, Fig. 1(c). ] 

It is desired to calculate the 0-1 emission spectrum stimulated by the weak 

travelling-wave field E  (O  ) in the presence of the strong standing-wave 

field E2^n2^ couPled to the 2"0 transition.   Specifically standing-wave effects 

are avoided by taking il^ detuned (iA2! > T2o^ then oppositely propagating 

travelling-wave components of E2 do not coup!?,  and the interaction consists 

of these components independently coupled with E.. 

Consider an ensemble of atoms moving with given axial velocity v. 
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the +z axis being defined by the propagation direction of the travelling-wave 

field E,.   In the atoms1 rest frame the incident fields appear Doppler-shifted 

to frequencies n^ fljU--) and n« = fi-(1-« ^) in which « = + 1 indicates the 

travelling-wave component of £„ propagating along the + z direction, respec- 

tively.   We now require a solution in the atoms' rest frame in which the 

three-level system is coupled   to   one of the travelling-wave components of 

the strong field E« at frequency n_ ^ tj„ ari to the weak travelling-wave field 
i 

E1 at frequency ni ~u)..   The resonant interaction of two monochromatic 

fields with a three-level system was treated in Ref.   5  for the case of Y. all 

equal.   The perturbation method consisted of first obtaining a closed form 

solution to the Schrodinger equation for E. = 0 and E« arbitrary; and then 

using this result to generate a solution valid to first order in E?.   When the 

method is extended to the case of arbitrary y.,      'the emitted power in- 
v 

duced by E1 at n' is: 

2 
Y20 

R 8f,n;i^1I^Im[n2l%|2Hli^£^,n1-H 

Here, A = 
2    4T 

no{T + ^l 

T20 
(L,,-2—R) 

 ÄB  
}].,3, 

20 ,L9'   +Tv-i?L 1^9»    andB^-RL, +lß9r. with L, = (fin!-w,)+i Y,n. 
TQ'Z t « J      J      J ju 

R= [(ni+n2)-{w1+u)2)l 'ir2r Iß |= ln.oE^/4fi i, and n.o is the electric- 
J J J 

dipole matrix element connecting levels j and Oj n. is the number of background atoms 
Krith velocity 

A v in level j, i. e. the populationin absence of the strong laser field. In Eqs. (2) the 112 

coefficient is obtained from the  2 -»1   transition rate due to doub!e-quantum 

emission at C   andn2; the n0 coefficient, in contrast,    ig obtained from the 

single-quantun: emission iate, arising from (0-* 1 transitions as modified 

by the presence of E2;the n. coefficient results from the reverse processes, 

namely,  double-quantum 1-» 2   transitions and single-quantum 1-» 0 
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(17) transitions.1        (See Ref.   5.)   As a check of the detailed algebra,  Eq, (2) 

has also been obtained in an independent calculation using the enaemble- 
«• 

averaged density matrix to estimate the induced polarization at ol.  an 
to) 

approach equivalent to the one presented here. 

It is important to note that (2) is entirely valid for the case in which 

the -y.'s are interpreted as decay rales arising from hard collisions.   The 
J 15) 

detailed features of the line shape predicted     by (2) for equal y. have been 

fuliy verified in the microwave region where Doppler effect is negligible and 

(6) 
the linewidths are entirely due to collision effects. 

The complete emission spectrum is obtained by averaging (2) over the 

atomic velocity distribution for c = +1 and for « = - 1.   In the fully Doppler- 

broadened limit   y/D « 1 (y '-y.. and D= Doppler widthh and for w. > w9, 

in which ^rB=Y10+^Y20Q + ^[Q-l)and|rN = yI)+^0Q-^(Q + l);Nj is the total 
n 

background population of level j, g' is a proportionality factor > 0, Q   = i + 4lß 2^ 

and GCOj)^ (w- N^Ej   is the power emitted at Q. by the Doppler-broadened 

0-1 transition induced by Ej in the absence of the laser field.    Equation (3) shows 

the power broadening influence of th« laser field,  which enters in a remarkably 

simple way.   Equation (3) has been written in a form valid for both cascade 

(18) 
CCT = -1) and folded (cf = + l) cases. Figs.  1(a) and 1(c). 

.4s pointed out above and explained in 18, the spontaneous emission spectrum 

!izirt the upper or lower laser levels, as viewed along the laser axis, is also given 

by Fq. (3) when N.is set equal to 0 and G( n.) is interpreted as the usual Doppler- 

broadened spontaneous er.ission spectrum for E2 = 0. 

Tne discussions of Ref.  3 are consistent with weak-field limit of our treat- 

ment as it applies to spontaneous emission for the special case of No=0.    Note, 

2 tor instance, that for | 3 I    «I and in the limit of y«. -»0, the frequency depen 

dence of the 2 -•' transition rate, obtained from the n2coefficient of our Eq. (2), 
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would involve a 6-function, becoming   5^ +Q2 -Wj -w2) ILgl "  ; the Y21= 0 discussion 

of Ref.  3 is equivalent to averaging this distribution over velocities. 

To emphasize the significance of the role played by N , the background atoms 

in level 0, consider a cascade system in which only level 0 is populated 

(i. e. N- =N = 0).   Then in the rest frame of an atom, an applied laser field at 
t i 

n« will diminish the tr?nsition rate at n«, leading to two holes of width !"„ 

and r.,, superimposed upon the emission profile. (See eqn. (3).) As dis- 

(5) cussed earlier, a 0 -»1   transition is an inherently single-quantum event 

andmay not be described in terms of a double-quantum process as in a  2 -»1 

transition. 

As pointed out above, in "all of the experiments iwvolving oxygen'    ' and 

xenon       TfQ and rR enormously differ.   In the Ne spontaneous emission 

experiments reported in Refs.  1 and 2,  however, they are expected to differ 

by only about 30%.   The observation of this difference would require high 

finesse Fabry-Perot analysis and good laser stability and has not yet been 

achieved. 

In averaging eq. (2) for the case of finite y^i a number of cancellations 

occur in the fully Doppier-broadened limit {y/D<< I),  leading to a par- 

ticularly simple expression.    It is important to point out that such cancel- 

lations do not occur in higher orders ofy/D.    For instance,  the complete 

cancellation of y0 in IV,, which occurs in the case of (w./w»)« 1, will not 

occur in the next order of y/D. 
A paper including complete^algebraic details and additional discussions is 

being submitted for publication . 
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15.   A study of the intensity of the   1-0   laser oscillation as a function of 

cavity length would be of interest. 

16. In this case the time-dependent wave-function, * ,  is obtained from a 

three-level Schrodinger equation to which radiative decay terms have 
2 -I Wit 

been added.    For ** JE c.e        J   u..  with u. the eigenfunction of 
J=0 J 3 3 

level j of energy hW.,  the coupled equations are: c, = 2 (a. - -y. 6. .)c., 
mi E{ti      i(Wt-Wi)t 

in which a. = -   M     — e       *       J     and E(t) is the sum of the two 
13 in 

travelling-wave fields as seen in the atoms1 rest frame. 

17. As an example,  for an atom in level 0 at initial time t-, (c^t=t0,t0)| = 6.0, at! te (Hi 

transition rate at a later time t is 7 Ic.Ct. t0)|   .    (See preceeding 

footnote. ) Thus, the total stimulated power emitted by background 
, t 2 

atoms in level 0 is   fiflj n^Tj j |c.(t,tj !     dt0. 
-00 

18. In extending eqn. (2) to the spontaneous emission case, the population of 

level 1, n*, should be set equal to 0 and the energy density of the weak 

probe field, E?2/8si should be replaced by (f^n^/e 7r3c3)dn,
1 dS, where 

frequency interval dn' « y and dS is a small solid angle in the forward 

direction (+7 - axis); E,, the laser field, remains in its classical mono- 

chromatic form. Similar remarks apply to eqn. (3); note, in particular, 

that G (O, > becomes the usual Doppler-broadened spectrum of the power 

emitted spontaneously into   dS^ dS with given polarization. 

FIGURE CAPTIONS: The figure caption is contained in the figure. 
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'Inversion of Population Between a Kinetic^1ly Hot Upper Level and a 

Kinetically Cold Lower Level, a New Gas Laser Mechanism" 

B    J    Feldman,  A,   Javan 

Consider an atomic transition consisting of two levels where 

the population of the lower level summed over all velocities is larger 

than that of the upper level.   If both levels possess similar velocity 

distributions, than at any point on the , slocity distribution the popula- 

tion of the upper state will be less than that of the lower state.    Consider, 

however, the case where the velocity distribution of the upper level is 

excessively broadened^    ; population inversion may then occur at the 

wings of the velocity distribution.   It is expected that this new type of 

inversion will have wide applicability as an effect for  obtaining laser 

action.    In particular, we report here the observation of this new type 

of inversion leading to laser oscillation in atomic oxygen and discuss 

the possibilities of two new important laser systems utilizing this effect. 

In 1962 Bennett et al.      reported laser action on the 8446A 

transition (3    P9) -*{3s S ) in atomic oxygen, observing an anamalous 

shift of laser radiation . 07cm      off the peak of the flourescence leg 

line center.    The upper levels of the 8446A transition are populated by 

the dissociation of oxygen molecules upon collisions of the second kind 

with neon metastables, i. e,  the dissociative excitation transfer process, 

Ne* + 0„ -Ne + O + 0( 3p3P) + k. «. (1) 
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They have confirmed the occurrence of this process by observing signi- 
o 

ficant broadening of the 2p   -»Is« (5852A) neon transition several hundred 

microseconds into the afterglow, indicating a 2PJ velocity distribution 

at three times room temperature.   The Is« level is known to be heavily 

trapped.   However, the breadth of the upper level in the afterglow suggests 

tha* inversion may occur at   the Doppler wings during the afterglow period. 

"8 ~9 The spontaneous lifetimes of 1. 4 x 10     sec{2p ) and 5 x 10     sec (ls2) are 

obviously favorable for laser action.    A search of the literature reveals 

(5) that Bridges and Chester v  ' in a pulsed discharge tube 2 meters long and 
o 

3 mm. in diameter observed laser action at 5852Awith a gas mixture con- 

taining neon, helium, and traces of argon.    At the present time, we are 

setting up such a pulsed discharge system to confirm the proposed mech- 

anism.    Using a high resolution Fabry-Perot   interferometer, we shall 

study the position of the laser radiation with respect to the Doppler 

broadened spontaneous emission profile taking note of the time relation 

between the discharge pulse and laser pulse.    If the laser is oscillating 

on the wi.'.gs of the Doppler profile in the afterglow period of the dis- 

charge, this will confirm our prediction as to mechanism.    Bridges 

(5) o 

and Chester*   also observed pulsed laser oscillation on the 2p,-»Is„(7503A) 

transition in argon.    We expect the same mechanism described for neon 

is also responsible in the case of argon. 

We are also studying the possibility of utilizing population in- 

version at the wings of the velocity distribution to obtain laser oscillation 
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where the excess kinetic energy is shared by the oxygen atoms.    Fabry- 

Perot measurements of the 3P flourescence taken in our laboratory indi- 

cate a breadth of 0.17cm    , five and one-half times that of the ground 

state.    The lower level (  S) is strongly connected to the ground state via 
o 

ultraviolet transitions at about 1300A, implying a large absorption cross- 

13        3 section so that for ground state densities exceeding 10   /cm  , the reso- 

nance radiation is sizeably reabsorbeu within one centimeter of discharge. 

Consequently, the population of the   S level is increased over the central 

portion of its velocity distribution.    However, at the wings of the distri- 

bution there is little reabsorption due to the absence of high-velocity 

ground state atoms.    A detailed experimental study has confirmed that 

laser action occurs only at the wings of the Doppler line, where the broad 

upper level still has sizeable population; but, the narrower lower level 

does not.    ( A paper discussing in detail laser action in atomic oxygen is 

presently being prepared and will soon be submitted for publication ) 

At the present time we are studying the dissociative recombination 

process of Ne„     molecules in the afterglow of a neon discharge as well as 

dissociative excitation transfer process in a hydrogen-neon discharge as 

possible sources of new important optical laser transitions utilizing the 

(41 inversion effect described here.    Connor and Biondi      have observed 

that in pure neon discharge afterglows at pressures from 2-75 mm.  Hg. 

electrons decay predominantly through the dissociative recombination 

process, 

Ne2 + e'8low) ^<Ne2) unstable Ne* + Ne + k. *. (2) 

where the kinetic energy is shared between the dissociated products. 
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in atomic hydrogen at 6563A(Har line).   Marshall     has reported that 

collisions between neon metastables and H? lead to the preferential pop- 

ulation of the n=3 level of atomic hydrogen through the disflociative ex- 

citation transfer process. 

Ne   + H« -»Ne f H,      ,* + H + k. .. (3) 

Presently, we are using a high-resolution Fabry-Perot   interferometer 

to ascertain the extent of broadening of the upper level.   Due to the 

closeness of the energy match in (3), it may be necessary to liquid 

nitrogen cool the discharge tube so as to narrow sufficiently the ground 

state Doppler breadth to eliminate reabsorption of the 2p-»ls ultraviolet 

photons at the wings.   The enormous spectroscopic importance of this 

transition makes these attempts worthwhile. 
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Study of the Laser Induced Line Narrowing in Neon 

P. Bonczyk, T.  Ducas and A. Javan 

Herein we report the progress made in our continuing study of the 

lineshape of spontaneous emission, at 6096-angstrom, originating from 

the lower level of the helium-neon laser transition at 1.15-micron.    We 

begin this report with a very brief review of the changes in the lineshape, 

at 6096-angstrom, owing teethe laser field.    The ensuing discussion re- 

lates the current attempt to study the lineshape in greater detail in order 

to verify interesting and important radiative effects predicted recently 

from a rigorous theory applied to the problem in question. 

First, let us briefly review the principal features of the laser- 

induced effect of interest.    If spontaneous emission originating from the 

lower laser level {level-2) and terminating at some third level (level-3) 

is viewed in the direction of laser propagation (+z direction), the normal 

or Gaussian frequency dependence of the intensity is observed to be sig- 

nificantly modified.    If the laser, operating in a single mode, is tuned 

to oscillate at frequency w  , corresponding to the peak of its gain pro- 

file, this modification takes the form of an increase in intensity at w   , 

the line center frequency of spontaneous emission at 6096-angstrom. 

The lineshape of this change or increase in intensity is Lorentzian and 

it has a width associated with it which is much narrower than the Doppler 

width normally associated with spontaneous emission.    For the condition 
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of tuning cited, the signal is due to strong coupling to the laser field of 

atoms moving perpendicular to the +z-direction, with a consequent in- 

crease in the population of level-2 for atoms with velocity v   aft).    These 

features have been verified fully by us and an application of this effect to 

precise determinations of isotope shifts for neon spectra has been made. 

Let us now relate the exact nature of the problems being pursued 

currently.   Some introductory remarks are necessary for purposes of 

clarity.   There are important features in the lineshape of the spontaneously 

emitted signals involved in our experiment which follow from a detailed 

theory      but which have not been verified experimentally by us as yet. 

Let the laser oscillate at some frequency w away from w      Then two sets 

of atoms with velocities v    =*+ c(« - »_)/«. are stron^.y coupled to the 

laser field, and at 6096-angstrom there occur two increases in intensity 

within narrow intervals of frequency sjunmetrically displaced about w  . 

(This has also been verified by us earlier--see reference 1,) In a deriva- 

tion of the expected widths of these signals from theory, if one considers 

only changes in level populations induced by the laser field, both high- 

and low-frequency signals are identical in that each is a Lorentzian with 

a half-width given by y«, + "oYioAv in which, for example,-y.« = (i/2) 

(1/Tj + l/T2), where T   and T2 are the lifetimes of the upper and lower 

laser levels, respectively.    These conclusions are consistent with our 

past observations within the precision implied therein. *  '   A more rig- 

orous theoretical analysis of the lineshape has nov been done,'  'and it 
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has be       -hown that it is not sufficient to consider changes in level 

populations alone, or phrased somewhat differently, it is not sufficient 

to include orly single-quanturr. events in the calculation.    Coherent two- 

(2) quantum events are important.v      {The discussion given here is rather 

loose in that in a density-matrix calculation of the lineshape it is not 

possible to clearly separate one- and ^wo-quantum contributions to the 

linewidth--indeed, it is an interference of these processes that accounts 

for the very interesting effects to be mentioned immediately below--see 

reference 2 for further detail.)   The principal result of usch a more re- 

fined calculation, stated in the simplest terms, is that the widths asso- 

ciated with emission froa atoms coupled to oppositely propagating run- 

ning waves in the resonator are .jiequal.   The emission from atoms with 

v   > 0 and coupled to the running wave in the +z direction has a half- 
2 

'      /     . 
width Jo-i + c,,o">12/o' • e''  ^e samR as given eai ^er.    The emission from 

atoms with v   < 0 and coupled to the running wave in the -z direction has 

a half-width y.^ "^Yio/**« " y2' ^ e' ' the wic'th ^s reduced by yg from 

that given earlier. 

At the present time we are attempting to verify these interesting 

and important radiative effects.    There is a good reason why our earlier 

work failed to reveal the half-width difference in question.    The laser 

was filled to a total pressure of 2 Torr.    Collisions broaden both high- 

and low-frequency signals uniformly and equally, thus, at high pressure, 

mask the strictly radiative effects of interest cited above.    The obvious. 
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but not necessarily the best, way to circumvent this difficulty is to build 

a laser to operate at a lower pressure--! Torr is feasible for helium- 

reon but not much less.    A less obvious, but much better, approach is 

to use a helium-necr. laser filled to optimum pressure, albeit high, and 

to place within the resonator a very low pressure discharge of pure neon. 

One then views emission from the low pressure cell in which the relevant 

neon trancition at 1.15-micron is saturated strongly by the laser field 

owing to the gain in the high pressure cell.   In this way, o\ ing to low 

pressure, the radiative effects of interest should be observable.    The 

low pressure cell need not have an inversion of population for the transi- 

tion of 1.15-micron.    Signals from the high pressure cell will also be 

present but displaced in frequency from those of the low pressure cell 

because of an absolute pressure sh.ft at 2 Torr. 

We have now set up an apparatus very similar to that described 

earlier*     except that the resonator has been lengthened to accornodate 

a second discharge tube.    The high pressure gain cell is filled with an 

8/1 He /Ne''    mixture to a total pressure of 2 Torr.    The low pressure 

22 ceil is filled with . 03 Terr of pure Ne "--the lowest pressure possible 

consistent with maintaining a discharge for some length of time.    At 

this time it has been verified that the laser operates at 1.15-micron 

despite the addition of the second discharge (which attenuates at 1. 15- 

micron) to the resonator.    A preliminary search for the effects of 

interest is about to be made.    The principal experimental difficulties 

encountered up to now have involved the construction of our discharge 
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tubes--this has always given us some difficulty.   The tubes are very 

delicate and quite unique in design.    Unfortunately,  they are easv to 

break, and this has caused some delay. 

Based on the lifetimes (in nanoseconds) T    = 100, T2 = 20, and 

T, = 20, one expects a factor of two difference in the half-widths of 

the two signals,  more specifically half-widths of =«20 and 35 MHz.   For 

an interorder spacing of 1500 MHz and a finesse of 70 (which we know is 

realizable from past work), the instrumental width contribu.^d by the 

scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer will be =^10 MHz.    Collision 

broadening at . 03 Torr will amount to only several MHz.    Thus the 

two signals should have half-widths of ^30 and 45 MHz, and this dif- 

ference should be observable if one has a signal-to-noise ratio of 

about 5:1 or better. 
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Pressure Narrowing Effect in H2 and D« 

J. Murray and A. Javan 

The experiment or motional narrowing of the linewidth of spon- 

taneous Raman scattering off hydrogen molecule is continuing.   The 

narrowing of the Doppler linewidth as a function of pressure was observed 

and reported in our previous progress report.   The emphasis is now 

directed towards study of the effect in ortho- and para-hydrogen and in 

D2 molecules. 

The apparatus used a single mode Argon ion laser as a light 

source.   Severe problems in the reliability of this source have forced a 

temporary redirection of the effort into improving the laser discharge 

tube.   The quartz discharge tube previously employed has been 

eliminated, and a segmented graphite tube introduced.   The new discharge 

tube confines the argon discharge to the necessary small diameter (3. 5mm) 

by passing it through small apertures in a stack of graphite plates suspended 

on a quarta support structure in a gas tube.    The plates are electrically 

isolated from one another so that electric conduction through the graphite 

from cathode to anode cannot occur.    The present structure used 50 plates 

1/4U thick and 1 1/2" diameter.    A barium oxide impregnated tungsten 

(2) tube is used as a self heated thermionic hollow cathode. The laser 

oscillates on a single mode,   frequency stabilized to an external Fabry-Perot 

resonator. 
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With the completion of the new laser tube,  we have now begun 

reexamination of the line narrowing effect.   We anticipate that this pro- 

ject will be completed by the summer of 1968. 
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